Adenocarcinomas on the rise--does it influence survival from oesophageal cancer?
A significant change in the occurrence of oesophageal squamous cell carcinomas (SCCs) in relation to adenocarcinomas (ACs) has been observed in the Norwegian population during the last 20 years (1988-2007). The AC incidence has increased from 5-10% to more than 50% nowadays, while the incidence of SCCs has decreased. Our goal was to evaluate if the change from SCC to AC and the increased effort to control reflux could be reflected in tumour stage, patient demographics and treatment results. We analysed clinical and pathological data from 347 patients with oesophageal AC (n = 189) and SCC (n = 158) treated at The Norwegian Radium Hospital during said period for patient- and tumour characteristics, treatment modalities and survival. An oesophageal resection was performed in 169 of 347 patients. The median survival rate for all patients was 15 months, with a 5-year survival rate of 10%. The median survival time for operated and non-operated patients was 25 and 12 months respectively, with the corresponding 5-year survival rate of 13% and 2%. Patients with N0M0 disease operated with free resection margins presented a 5-year survival rate of 28%. The change from SCC to AC and the ensuing considerable efforts made in surveillance and treatment of AC did not lead to improved long time survival for our patients.